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Abstract: As each mobile node of a MANET is treated as an autonomous peer, and the random mobility patterns of the mobile nodes need to be analyzed to obtain the performance of the continuously changing topology network. Many mobility models are designed and analyzed to the real-world scenarios with limited communication resources. MANETs belong to Wireless Networks where the nodes communicate with each other in a multi-hop fashion without any centralized control. Such network is infrastructure less, resource constrained, works in dynamic topology to provide communication. As routing performs a crucial role for obtaining the path from source to the destination, so mobility modeling and control makes the topology more challenging. Here, in this paper we have compared three routing protocols with AODV, DSDV, and OLSR for the ten samples by varying number of nodes and number of packets sent on the network and obtained the cases where these protocols perform best. OLSR performs well in the less crowd networks than the AODV and DSDV. AODV performs better than when the number of nodes is less than five in our sample.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As nodes in MANET have nature to move and due to this reason, topology of the network also changes regularly. Hence the Multi-hop route changes due to the changes in the underlying network topology. The routing protocols should have to deal with all these network topology changes. There are two main tasks for such routing protocols: (1) Keep the updated network topology status, and (2) Updating the routing table for the best possible route [1], [2] and [3]. For keeping the track of present network topology following are the important parameters like, the speed of mobility, number of nodes, area of network, mobility model etc. There are some restrictions of resources in the network, as the resource are limited in any network, these restrictions are also called network overheads. The performance of a network routing protocols depends on the following parameters like packet end-to-end delay, PDR ratio, and routing overhead. The mobility of the node is the important factor because it affects the network topology, route mapping and other overheads of the network [4] and [5].

QoS routing is a routing process that guarantees to support to a set of QoS parameters during establishing a route. To achieve QoS every mobile node must implement traffic conditions, buffer management, and queue scheduling schemes [6] and [7]. There are two known approaches that utilize routing protocols in order to provide QoS in MANETs. The first one tries to embed end-to-end minimum QoS guarantees (delay, bandwidth) in the computation of the routing algorithm. The routing protocol will request for a connection with a minimum required bandwidth and find the optimum route that can best satisfy that requirement. Core-Extraction Distributed Ad-Hoc Routing (CEDAR) is an example of use of this approach. The second approach is an extension to AODV that takes routing into account to satisfy QoS requirements [8].

II. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN AD-HOC NETWORKS

Mobile Ad-Hoc networks are self-organizing and self-configuring multi-hop wireless networks, where the structure of the network or the topology changes dynamically. All the nodes are mobile and share the random access wireless channel. One of the node may reacts like a router and there is no infrastructure support. So, routing procedures are required and routes or paths are obtained before transferring data from source to destination.

The ad-hoc routing protocols must have properties like they should support distributed operation, routes supplied should be loop free, protocol should react only when needed and should not periodically broadcast control information, unidirectional link support, security, power conservation, multiple routes, quality of service support.

Because the topology of the network changes dynamically due to nodes mobility, thus the routes or paths are also changes from source to destination. There are some problems or overheads in routing with MANET like asymmetric links, routing overhead, interference, and dynamic topology [10] and [11].

Proactive protocols attempt to maintain consistent, up-to-date routing information from each node to every other node in the network. There is constant propagation of routing information periodically even when topology change does not occur. Substantial traffic and power consumption incurs with proactive protocols, which is generally limited in nodes of MANET. In case of proactive protocols, a route is always available to every other node in ad-hoc network and the first packet latency is less when compared with on-demand protocols [12].

In case of Reactive protocols, a route is built only when required. Periodic updates are not done in reactive protocols and control information is not propagated unless there is a change in the topology [13]. Considerably traffic and power consumption does not sustain...
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compared to Proactive routing protocols [14]. If compare it with the proactive routing protocols, the first packet latency is more, because in reactive protocols the new route is obtained when needed to send packets and no predefined routes, as the nodes are mobile.

III. CONCLUSION

From the results, OLSR outperforms when number of packets was 50, when number of packets increased from 100 and 500, OLSR and DSDV outperforms than AODV. If we compare between OLSR and DSDV, PDR ratio degrades in case DSDV when number of nodes increased by 20, even though it is much better than the AODV in these cases also. When the number of nodes is very less i.e. less than 5, AODV outperforms DSDV.

So, it is concluded that OLSR outperforms than AODV and DSDV when the number of nodes are more than 20 and AODV performs better only in those cases when number of nodes was less than 5. Hence, according to the simulation results OLSR outperforms AODV and DSDV.
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